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Five Universal  
Principles of Design.

Design aids for the  
NZ Flag Consideration Panel
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01.
Principle of  
Simplicity.



01.
Principle of  
Simplicity.

Given a choice between 
functionally equivalent designs, 
the simplest design should be 
selected.



01.
Principle of  
Simplicity.

“Nature operates in the shortest 
way possible” — Aristotle

“Everything should be made 
as simple as possible, but not 
simpler” — Isaac Newton
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02.
Symmetry.



02.
Symmetry.

Symmetry is the most basic and 
enduring aspect of beauty. It conveys 
balance, harmony and stability.

Simple symmetrical forms are used 
when recognition and recall are 
important.



Symmetry — reflection

Mirror line



Canada — reflection



Symmetry — rotation



Panama - rotation



Symmetry — translation



Syria -translation



03.
The Rule of Thirds.



03.
The Rule of Thirds.

A technique of composition in 
which a medium is divided into 
thirds, creating aesthetic positions 
for the primary elements of design.
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04.
The Golden
Ratio.



04.
The Golden
Ratio.

We find the golden ratio when we 
divide a line into two parts so that:
the longer part divided by the smaller 
part is also equal to the whole length 
divided by the longer part.

Also known as the ‘divine section’  
or ‘golden cut.’
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05.
Propositional 
Density.



05.
Propositional 
Density.

The relationship between the 
elements of a design and the  
meaning they convey.





The blue represents skyThe Circle represents stability



The blue represents skyThe Circle represents stability

The center of the circle  
represents a sun rising

The Circle represents  
an O for Obama



The blue represents skyThe Circle represents stability

The center of the circle  
represents a sun rising

The Circle represents  
an O for Obama

The sun rising represents changeThe circle represents unity



The blue represents skyThe Circle represents stability

The red and white lines  
represent the American flag

The red and white lines  
represent a landscape

The red and white lines  
represent patriotism

The center of the circle  
represents a sun rising

The Circle represents  
an O for Obama

The sun rising represents changeThe circle represents unity



Antigua



Antigua

The white represents the sand

The V shape represents victory

The blue represents  
the Caribbean sea

The yellow star shape  
represents the rising sun

The black represents the  
African ancestry of the people

The red represents energy or 
dynamism of the people

The blue represents hope
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